Complete the puzzle with words from “Forestry in Virginia.”

Across
1 Forestry brings lots of _____ into Virginia’s economy.
3 A strange, but true, place to find tree products
8 Able to be replaced
10 It reaches plants on the ground after a tree harvest.
12 Foresters may fight these.
13 A renewable resource for building

Down
2 _____ services are benefits provided by growing forests.
4 The science of growing and managing forest land
5 Some of these harm trees.
6 A way to increase the number of trees
7 Tree harvesting can improve this.
9 Working forests are actively _____ to provide certain benefits.
11 Another word for a tree-cutting operation
**ANSWER KEY**

Across

1  Forestry brings lots of _____ into Virginia’s economy.

3  A strange, but true, place to find tree products

8  Able to be replaced

10  It reaches plants on the ground after a tree harvest.

12  Foresters may fight these.

13  A renewable resource for building

Down

2  _____ services are benefits provided by growing forests.

4  The science of growing and managing forest land

5  Some of these harm trees.

6  A way to increase the number of trees

7  Tree harvesting can improve this.

9  Working forests are actively _____ to provide certain benefits.

11  Another word for a tree-cutting operation